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About This Game

More chaos, more destruction, more Rufus. Not one, not two, but three Rufuses cause all kinds of crazy mayhem in the long-
awaited adventure comedy Goodbye Deponia!

The Organon plans the destruction of Deponia, the lovely Goal has (once again) disappeared, and anti-hero Rufus just can't
seem to stop getting in his own way.

All inventor and free spirit Rufus wanted to do was to get off the junkyard planet of Deponia and move to Elysium, the paradise
orbiting Deponia as a spaceship reserved for the highest echelons of society. Goal, the ex-Elysian girl that Rufus has fallen head
over heels for, still seems to be the key to his endeavor...and to the elevator that will get him to space. Finally, Rufus has come

up with a seemingly perfect plan.

And yet, everything that could possibly go wrong suddenly does go wrong. Rufus finds himself (initially in disguise) on a
highway cruiser amongst stern-faced officials of the Organon, while Goal goes missing. When Rufus stumbles upon a cloning

machine, he believes to have found his way out. A clone copy is supposed to help him out of his predicament. But an
"inexplicable" error causes complications and Goal slips from our hero's reach once again. Now, he has to solve three major

problems: He needs to find Goal again, reach Elysium and prevent the destruction of the entire planet of Deponia by the hand of
the Organon.

Three problems that only three Rufuses could solve – and thus, the luckless inventor decides to clone himself! This leads to
crazy ramifications for the player: In Goodbye Deponia, the player occasionally needs to control all three Rufuses, using them to

complete tasks together – despite Rufus stumbling over himself so often.
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Goodbye Deponia is the epic conclusion to the Deponia trilogy and sequel to the best German game of 2013 (German Computer
Game Awards).

The award-winning Deponia series comprises of three wacky tales of adventure from the junkyard planet Deponia. These
classic point & click romps not only delight comedy fans and adventure veterans, but also newcomers to the genre. The

humorous Deponia series impresses with beautiful, hand-drawn 2D comic graphics, sarcastic dialogues and plenty of black
humor. It has received numerous press awards, among them the German Computer Game Award (Deutscher

Computerspielpreis) and many other German developer awards.

Key Features

A classic point & click adventure in a unique world, in the tradition of Douglas Adams, Terry Pratchett and Matt
Groening

From the makers of Memoria, Edna & Harvey: The Breakout, A New Beginning and Edna & Harvey: Harvey's New
Eyes

An epic conclusion to the iconic Deponia series

Unique comic style with hand-drawn HD 2D graphics

Cutscenes set to music with lovingly realized animations
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Title: Goodbye Deponia
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Daedalic Entertainment
Publisher:
Daedalic Entertainment
Release Date: 17 Oct, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8

Processor: 2.5 GHz Single Core Processor or 2 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.0 compatible with 256 MB RAM (Shared Memory is not recommended)

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse

English,German,Russian,French,Polish,Italian
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Ace Combat 7 was made by a small passionate team that were super inexperienced with PC gaming and UE4, but they still
managed to make a great game. It might seem there isn't much content here, but I assure you it's handed out well enough. Look
forward to Ace Combat 8.. Yea, tell people to NOT buy a game because there isn't enough people online and give it a big fat red
thumbs down?!
(MAKES SO MUCH SENSE)

I just got on at 7AM and the room filled up pretty quickly. (Euro Server)

It looks very much like Borderlands (semi-cell shaded). And plays very much like P.A.M.

I played a mode that was exactly Conquest Mode from Battlefield, which I love.. You're \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing dead
kiddo. I was hoping that this game would be a decent Castlevania rip-off, but was pretty disappointed with what I got. The worst
problems I found were:

- The game's "old TV" asthetic is apparently a permanent fixture, since I couldn't find any way to turn it off. If you don't mind
it, then this won't be a problem for you, but it certainly was for me.

- The gameplay itself is horribly flawed in that, apparently, you cannot attack while moving. This is an unbelievably broken play
mechanic, making the game practically unplayable. I tested the game using first by using the keyboard controls and then an
Xbox Elite controller, but the result was the same.

Given the control problem alone, I cannot recommend this game to anyone. Perhaps the developers will patch this flaw, but until
such time, save your money.. This game is worth every penny and beyond!

It might be a little light on the track pieces, but scaling and being able to rotate them in any direction adds some more depth to
building.

If you ever played with toy cars as a kid, this game will bring you back to those days. Fun for any age, easy to pick up, and
creates great moments that keep you wanting to do more.

The only nitpicks I have are:

- The driving is a little tough to master, but it does add to the fun
- An option to snap\/align track pieces would be awesome

I'd say this game could definitely use multiplayer, but as it stands right now, it works just fine the way it is.. How to put it...
They have a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 on first screen. 3rd screenshot.
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wtf it was about an hour long survive\/horde mode.. and doesnt even told us how moria get to his father... This game is too
buggy to play in linux.. Beautiful classic arcade style game. Definitely gives you the Spencer-Hill films' feeling. With the
original soundtracks in the game is undoubtfully the new king of the arcade games. Having real good time and laughing a lot
when playing. A must have game for the Spencer-Hill fans. Simply awsome!
As a backer of this project I'm very pleased with the game and cannot recommend enough.. Overall The Legend of Dark Witch
2 has improved in many points

- more stages (total 13)
- better response in controls
- easier to gain synga
- more option to modified the game
- character stats can be improved more and items can be bought in a shop with Tres, what you gain by killing eniemies
- more minigames (Poker, "Dots" Gatcha, Rudy Rythm")

In general you can say you have more option to make the game easier for you in all difficulty levels because of this his game is
much easier to finish as part 1 but it`s still challenging.

The graphics remain in a lovely pixel animation style like in part 1. All enemies and background are fully animeted an uniq.

Music and Sound effects are lovely like in part 1.

If you like part 1 or find it to diffuicult, you maybe can take a look into this one. If you new the the series it is a good starting
point to get a taste for it.. I asked in the comminity hub if it was worth it and got mostly positive reply's. Its was free weekend so
i tried it. And i've bought it.

The Game is big so you bound to walk into a glitch or bug, but i've incountered nothing huge so far. I like the freedom you have
in doing missions, the gun custimisation.

So for the 30 euro's i payed i'd say its worth it.. Great Game, I love the enviroment Music for this piece of gold!
anyway, Thanks for the Music, I bought the Soundtrack too and I love it!

Best Regards from Colombia! ^^ ;)

. fun casual little game. hopefully can be fleshed out over time, seems a decent bit of fun. looking forward to see where ti goes.,
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